THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROTECTED AREAS AND SUSTAINABLE FOREST MANAGEMENT

A series of e-lectures and tele-roundtables

**Topic: Industry Perspectives**  
*Date*: Wednesday, October 22  
*Moderator*: Yolanda Wiersma, Memorial University  
*Format*: Tele-Roundtable  
*Who should participate*: Industry partners and associates

**Topic: Economic Valuation of Protected Areas**  
*Date*: TBA  
*Presenter*: Vic Adamowicz, U Alberta: “Economic values of protected areas”  
*Format*: E-lecture  
*Who should participate*: Project partners, attendees at past workshops, interested associates

**Topic: First Nation Perspectives**  
*Date*: Wednesday, November 5  
*Moderator*: Yolanda Wiersma  
*Format*: Tele-roundtable  
*Who should participate*: First Nations partners and associates

**Topic: Policy and Regulatory Frameworks**  
*Date*: Monday, November 10  
*Moderator*: Yolanda Wiersma  
*Format*: Tele-roundtable  
*Who should participate*: All project partners, case-study reps

**Topic: Values and Conflicts**  
*Date*: Wednesday, November 19  
*Presenter*: Mike Tranel, US National Parks Service, “Resolving conflicts in protected areas when values range from economics to the intangible”  
*Format*: E-lecture  
*Who should participate*: Project partners, attendees at past workshops, interested associates

All calls at 13:30 Eastern Time  
Please email ywiersma@mun.ca to register.

Hosted by the Sustainable Forest Management Network State of Knowledge Project on the Relationship Between Protected Areas and Sustainable Forest Management